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Women, Men, and Religious Life in Germany, 1100–1500, Medieval Wo -
men: Texts and contexts, 24 (Turnhout: Brepols, 2014), x + 430 pp.
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This collection of essays is dedicated to the question of how men and
women lived and worked together in medieval religious houses. This
starting point may surprise some readers, given the common as -
sumption that religious women in particular lived in strict enclosure
and that men were not allowed to enter their convents, except, that
is, for clerics who said mass for the women, spiritual fathers who
heard their confessions and gave them pastoral guidance, and male
relatives who had a special right to visit their sisters and daughters.
all of which brings us directly to the heart of the matter. The issue
addressed in this volume originates in the prohibition on women tak-
ing higher orders and in the close connections between religious
women and their secular relatives which arose not least from their
financial affairs. considering that cohabitation was a common and
everyday situation in female monasteries and collegiate churches, the
subject has hitherto received insufficient attention from researchers.
Yet the problems of cohabitation, particularly the threat it posed to
the women’s celibacy, were repeatedly addressed in medieval letters,
hagiographical and historical texts, charters, sermons, visitation
records, and the normative texts of monasticism, as Fiona J. Griffiths
(new York) and Julie hotchin (canberra) show in their introduction
(pp. 1–46).

The volume gathers together essays which investigate the every-
day routine of male–female relations within male and female monas-
teries which were not double houses, using case studies from
German-speaking Europe between the twelfth and the sixteenth cen-
turies. The editors have attempted to compensate for any thematic
lacunae through brief sketches in their introduction.
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Elsanne Gilomen-Schenkel (pp. 47–74) uses high medieval necrol -
ogies from south-western Germany and Switzerland to show that
religious women lived alone or in small groups at many monasteries
which had previously been believed to be houses solely for men—a
phenomenon already pointed out by Irma Bühler in her dissertation
(published 1928–30) on the basis of necrologies from early and high
medieval Benedictine monasteries in Bavaria. Gilomen-Schenkel uses
the ‘helvetia Sacra’ to ascertain that many double monasteries in
Switzerland originated from these small groups of religious women.
Indeed, we may add that the same phenomenon can be found right
across southern Germany, and wherever Benedictine houses drove
and anchored reform in the high Middle ages.

conversely, a surprising number of men lived in the Premonstra -
tensian female houses of Füssenich and Meer in the diocese of
cologne during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, as Shelley a.
Wolbrink (pp. 171–212) can show. In addition, an entire network of
abbots, priors, clerics, and lay brothers supported the women’s hous-
es in religious, liturgical, and economic matters.

Relations between male and female religious in the era of the
Benedictine reforms and the reformation of the augustinians in the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries were particularly close and intellec-
tually intensive. The codex Guta-Sintram from the augustinian dou-
ble monastery of Marbach-Schwarzenthann in alsace, as presented
by Susan Marti (pp. 75–107), is an example of close cooperation
between the sexes. however, the manuscripts from the Benedictine
double houses of Interlaken, admont, and Engelberg are not so
straightforward, in Marti’s view. There is no essay dedicated to the
Benedictine double monasteries in this volume. The editors have
attempted to compensate for this with an extended discussion in
their introduction (pp. 8–10). The references here make no mention of
the only comprehensive synthesis to date, by hedwig Röckelein.1 In
the discussion of the term ‘double monastery’ (pp. 12–13) there is no
reference to the fundamental work of Stephanie haarländer,2 who
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1 hedwig Röckelein, ‘Frauen im umkreis der benediktinischen Reformen des
10. bis 12. Jahrhunderts: Gorze, cluny, hirsau, St. Blasien und Siegburg’, in
Gert Melville and anne Müller (eds.), Female ‘vita religiosa’ between Late
Antiquity and the High Middle Ages: Structures, Developments and Spatial
Contexts (Berlin, 2011), 275–327.
2 Stephanie haarländer ‘Doppelklöster und ihre Forschungsgeschichte’, in



suggests alternative and more appropriate terms, such as ‘dissociated’
(dissoziiert) and ‘symbiotic’ monasteries. The is also no consideration
of the close cooperation between female Benedictines and august -
inian canons which is particularly visible in the Saxon dioceses of
hildesheim and halberstadt in the twelfth century, and which
enabled the women to participate indirectly in debates at the innova-
tive cathedral schools of northern France.3

Whilst contemporary misogynistic texts from the reforming cir-
cles of the high and late Middle ages and many modern researchers
both describe the ‘cura monialium’ (the provision of pastoral care for
women by men) as an inconvenient and burdensome task for clerics,
medieval records of day-to-day life reveal a different picture.
communication between male clerics and their female charges does
not seem to have been so entirely hierarchical as is commonly
assumed. Many clerics understood their task more as a service for the
women, into which they entered voluntarily, as Fiona Griffiths
(Guibert of Gembloux and hildegard of Bingen, pp. 145–69) and
Wybren Scheepsma (the fourteenth-century Dominican hendrik van
leuven as spiritual leader of the Beguines, pp. 271–302) are able to
show, because they hoped to gain an alternative path to God through
the religious women or to profit from the women’s unique spiritual
gifts.

anthony Ray seeks to fathom the general conditions of the cura
monialium within the cistercian Order from the exceptional case of
a thirteenth-century correspondence between blood relatives,
Thomas of Villiers and his sister, alice of Parc-les-Dames, both
cistercians (pp. 213–36). however, most female cistercians would
not have received similar external pastoral care, since they were, in
general, in no way incorporated into the Order. Responsibility for
their cura lay not with cistercian abbots and monks, but with local
bishops, parish clergy, and the abbots of other orders. The female
mendicants of Strasbourg sought to select their confessors via their
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Edeltraud Klueting (ed.), Fromme Frauen—Unbequeme Frauen? Weibliches
Religiosentum im Mittelalter (hildesheim, 2006), 27–44.
3 On this see hedwig Röckelein, ‘Die auswirkung der Kanonikerreform des
12. Jahrhunderts auf Kanonissen, augustinerchorfrauen und Benediktinerin -
nen’, in Franz J. Felten, annette Kehnel, and Stefan Weinfurter (eds.), Insti -
tution und Charisma: Festschrift für Gert Melville zum 65. Geburtstag (cologne,
2009), 55–72.



secular relatives, as Sigrid hirbodian shows (pp. 303–37). They were
only denied this freedom within the strict observant communities,
where their orders named spiritual fathers from their own ranks. The
semi-religious Beguines sometimes also took the initiative in finding
spiritual advisers and friends, such as secular clerics or parish priests,
as Jennifer Kolpacoff Deane has discovered to be the case for many
houses of Beguines in Würzburg (pp. 237–70). Through the examples
of the Sister Catherine Treatise and The Pious Miller’s Wife, Sara S. Poor
concerns herself with spiritually gifted women in the fifteenth centu-
ry outside of religious institutions, who—although followers of the
apophatic (or ‘negative’) theology of Meister Eckhart—themselves
entered into the social role of teacher, even though this was in con-
tradiction to the teaching role of the church (pp. 339–65).

collegiate churches for women occupy a special place amongst
female religious houses. From the outset they featured less strict
boundaries between the sexes than did the rigorously cloistered
female communities. as Sabine Klapp shows from the example of the
collegiate church of St Stephen in Strasbourg (pp. 367–400), they were
augmented by canons, who can be found in almost all Frauenstifte4

from at least the twelfth century and who, we may add, determined
to a large extent the economic and administrative affairs of these
Frauenstifte in the late Middle ages. In the case of the female colle-
giate church of Gandersheim, which is not considered in this volume,
it could have been demonstrated that only a handful of the canoness-
es’ prebends were occupied, and that the small number of canoness-
es did not even live in the convent. The canons alone governed and
directed matters locally.

The volume closes with a summary essay by John W. coakley
which takes us away from the everyday and the routine. he address-
es an extreme situation for religious men and women in the experi-
ence of mystical ecstasy, visionary rapture, and sanctity. coakley
debates the proposition—which has found a mixed reception
amongst researchers—that women, who were excluded from the
church’s teaching mission during the Middle ages, could only attain
authority as teachers through visionary and mystical experiences.
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4 note by the translator: Griffiths and hotchin explain in their introduction
(p. 7) that Frauenstifte were houses of canonesses, and that the Frauenstift was
‘a religious institution for which no comparable English term exists’.



For coakley, it is beyond doubt that there were gender-specific strat -
egies of authorization and gendered understandings of these same
strategies.

The essays in this volume come without exception from the pens
of experts. Most are based on the authors’ extensive study of the
sources over many years. This accounts for the high quality of the
articles. In each essay the printed and unpublished sources are sepa-
rately identified alongside the academic literature. a highly relevant
theme in the study of monasticism and piety in the Middle ages has
finally been given systematic treatment and a well-founded discus-
sion. For this we are greatly indebted to the editors!
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